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1. “‘I’m half English, half Spanish,’ I ventured, as if made not of flesh and blood but

language”(25). What is the author saying in this quote? What does it mean to you to be

made of language? How is your culture or heritage reflected in the language you speak,

or the ways in which you speak?

2. “Language was not what connected us as a family. Bodies were the mother tongue at

Abuela’s...dancing and ass-slapping, palmfuls of rice, ponytail pulling and wound

dressing, banging a pot to the clave beat. Hands didn’t get lost in translation. Hips

bridged gaps where words failed” (237). Why do you think the author uses the term

mother tongue to describe these interactions? What are the ways that you and your

loved ones communicate without words? How might these expressions help and/or

hinder connection?

3. “I was dreaming…of a library I might fit into. One with space to hold my cousins, my

tías, my sister, mi madre. An archive made of us, that held our concepts and reality so



that future Perez girls would have no question of our existence or validity” (235). What

and who would a library of you and yours hold? What at the Free Library reflects you

and yours? What, or who, would you add?

4. “In telling our family’s story, I sensed, for the first time, the possibility of healing, of

forging love from affliction’s ore” (138). Have you ever seen someone  find healing or

agency in sharing their untold story? What have you discovered from sharing your

experiences with others?

5. “The Perez DNA wrote different rules. The notion of a single beauty mold, be it size or

skin color, was dismantled by our fleshy testimony. To glance at us was to know plurality,

to behold beauty’s parade” (304). What are the “rules” of the mold for beauty in our

society, and how did you learn or encounter them? Where do you find beauty outside of

the mold? How do you find it within yourself, family, or community? When have you felt

unexpectedly beautiful?

6. In a passage where she is asked by classmates if she believes in God, Hudes struggles to

answer, thinking: “Which “god” did they mean? Atabey, an Orisha, a spirit guide, los

Egun, Abuela’s Jesucristo, mami’s Olofi Olodumare, Tia Moncha’s Virgen Maria?

Divinities had crossed oceans to enter my Philly home, and naming them required four

languages: Taíno, Yoruba, Spanish, and English” (234). Let's pause to reflect on how we

articulate and hear one another’s beliefs. What are different representations of God that

you experienced or observed growing up? How have you come to understand religion or

spirituality for yourself?

7. Hudes writes about death as a result of racialized poverty, gentrification, segregation,

and health injustices. She writes: “Why did classmates from other zip codes have a lower

funeral count than me? How come the Birkenstock set from Mount Airy and the South

Philly headbangers shook their heads when I asked if they’d seen open caskets? Now I

cataloged our disappearances. What was wrong with the Perezes? What were we dying

of?” (74). What do people assume about you based on where you live? What are the

challenges of living in your neighborhood? What are the benefits of living in your

community? In your experience, how do race, class, or zip code impact your daily life?

Why do you think some neighborhoods experience more loss than others?
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